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issue and obtain the right to those of the replacement issue, without any period of time when he owns no shares at all.
The content of stocks conversion is initiated by an issuer (in specific cases of reorganizations -by issuers) aimed at the execution of two simultaneous transfer records in the shareholders" register: that of writing-off and of cancellation of shares of the respective issue, as well as that of deposit to the shareholders" custody account of shares of another issue.
In case of conversion of issuable equity stocks within the frameworks of reorganization, the proportion within which the substitution of equity stocks of a certain issuer by those of another issuer is significant. These ratios have influence on volume of the shareholder"s corporate rights as well as on the market value of the shares package owned by him.
As regards specific types of the equity stocks (e.g. bonds or issuer options) the conversion ratio may be established by law. «Bonds and issuer options may be converted only into bonds and issuer options respectively. In this case, a single bond shall be converted into another bond with the same rights; a single issuer option shall be converted into issuer option with the same rights » 3 .
As regards the shares placement, these proportions shall be established by the participants of the reorganization at their own discretion.
Irrespective of how the stocks conversion ratios have been calculated, in most cases they are expressed as fraction which may result in the "part-of-a-share effect". Due to the fact that the effective law does not permit a "fractional share", in this case it requires elimination of this effect. Discussion on the admissibility of the rounding of the estimated numbers, created as a result of use the fractional ratio of a stocks conversion (distribution), brings us to conclusion that such rounding was allowed under the legislation which regulates the equity stocks issue procedure. «The share issue (additional issue)-related solution which include the stocks conversion ratio (distribution ratio) based on which the estimated number of shares, subject to be issued to the Shareholder (Shareholders) of a joint stock company under reorganization, is expressed as a fraction, shall provide for the rounding procedure of the the various approaches to calculation of the stocks conversion ratios which, to a greater or lesser degree, have been already discussed in the legal literature, such a legal instrument as «stocks conversion procedure» is rarely explored. As a rule, in the corporate practice the researchers do not pay any attention to the feasibility of using various procedures of the stocks conversion under condition of the same stocks conversion.
The legislation regulating issues of shares within the reorganization process provide for establishing both by reorganization solution and reorganization agreements the stocks conversion procedure, besides the stocks conversion ratio. But this legislation does not include the deail of this concept, which results in the fact that the prevailing part of equity stocks (securities) issue solution, within the reorganization process, does not include any reference to any stocks conversion procedure.
Inter alia, the «stocks conversion procedure» is an important instrument for issuable equity stocks (securities) placement within the reorganization process. The result of the stocks conversion, i.e. the quantity of shares subject to be placed to every Shareholder, significantly depends on this procedure.
The stocks conversion procedure is sequence of steps aimed at determination of shares number subject to be issued to every Shareholder, in exchange for cancelled shares of the company-legal predecessor, by using a specific stocks conversion ratio. The variances of different stocks conversion procedures derive from the choice of the stocks conversion methodology: whether every share shall be converted separately, or shall be converted a certain set of shares.
As a rule, if it is separate shares that shall be converted, the stocks conversion ratios shall be expressed as a fraction. In this case, the estimated factors shall be rounded, which Shareholder «C» 4
Shareholder «D» 3
Company"s Equity Capital 20
The routine of «Moscow Corporate Strategies Centre" revealed the volume of influence the various stocks conversion procedures have on the results of the stocks conversion. In the course of our research, we used three means of the stocks conversion.
Conversion of every share separately. The number of shares subject to be placed to Shareholders as the result of stocks conversion may be determined by multiplying every share subject to conversion by the respective stocks conversion ratio. Using this conversion procedure, the number of roundings shall equal to the number of shares subject to stocks conversion; in this case the redistributive effect resulted from the rounding shows up to the maximum extent.
Let us consider the following example: the stocks conversion ratio equals a value using which the rounding shall be performed upwards. As the result of the stock conversion, a
Shareholder shall receive the number of shares multiplied by that he owned, plus the same number of fractional shares of the legal successor; the fractional part equals or exceeds 0,5.
Due to the fact that the law does not permit the placement of the fractional shares the estimated indicators shall be rounded upwards. Кconv -stocks conversion ratio.
For any figure Х (unity or fraction), let us introduce two mathematical notations. Х о shall be defined as the value of rounding (rounded in accordance to rounding rules).
[Х] shall be defined the integral value (unity) Х, i.e. the highest integral value (unity) not exceeding Х;
n -number of shares owned by a Shareholder in the Company "Legal predecessor"; N -number of shares subject to be placed to Shareholder as the result of the stocks conversion.
It is obvious that the stocks conversion ratio falls within the range as follows:
If the stocks conversion ratio falls within the range as follows:
[Кconv] ≤ Кconv < [Кconv] + 0,5, the rounded stocks conversion ratio (К о ) equals to the integral part of the stocks conversion ratio [Кconv] .
If the stocks conversion ration falls within the range as follows:
[Кconv] + 0,5 ≤ Кconv < [Кconv] + 1, the rounded stocks conversion ratio (К о ) equals to the integral part of the stocks conversion
[Кconv] ≤ Кconv < [Кconv] + 0,5, the number of shares subject to be placed to a Shareholder as the result of the stocks conversion (N) equals to product of the integral value of the stocks conversion ratio [Кconv] multiplied by number of shares subject to conversion (n).
[Кconv]+0,5 ≤ Кconv < [Кconv]+1, the number of shares subject to be issued to a Shareholder as the result of the stocks conversion (N) equals to product of the integral value of the stocks conversion ratio added by unity ([Кконв]+1) multiplied by number of shares subject to conversion (n). 
ADD -additional (new) issue of shares of the Company "Legal predecessor". ADD = N 1 + …+Nk If a stock conversion ratio equals to a value for which the rounding shall be performed upwards, in this case, following the results of this stock conversion, the respective Shareholder shall receive the number of shares, added by n, which he/she would have obtained under conditions of using the stocks conversion ratio expressed by an integral value, or by a value under which the rounding would be performed downwards.
Conversion of shares package owned by Shareholder. The number of shares subject to be placed to Shareholder as the result of stocks conversion may be determined by multiplying the whole number of shares subject to conversion available on the Shareholder"s custody account in the register of the Company "Legal predecessor" by the respective stocks conversion ratio.
Using this conversion procedure, the number of roundings shall equal to the number of shares subject to stocks conversion; in this case the redistributive effect resulted from the rounding shows up to the maximum extent.
If the whole package of shares owned by Shareholders is subject to conversion, the quantity of roundings shall equal to number of custody accounts owned by these Shareholders, whose equity stocks (securities) are subject to conversion. Using this conversion procedure 20 shares of the Company "Legal predecessor" shall be converted into 31 shares of the Company "Legal Successor".
Let us define the results in general terms:
n 1 -… -nk -total number of shares subject to stocks conversion on the Shareholders custody accounts in the register of the Company "Legal predecessor".
In case the whole package of shares shall be conversed the Shareholder shall receive N of new actions.
In case the production of stocks conversion ratio by number of the shares subject to stocks conversion falls within the range as follows:
[Кconv n] ≤ Кconv n < [Кconv n] + 0,5, the number of shares subject to be placed to a Shareholder as the result of the stocks conversion (N) equals to the integral value of the production of the stocks conversion ratio
[Кconv] by the number of shares subject to conversion (n).
N = [Кconv n]
If the production of the stocks conversion ratio by the number of shares, subject to conversion, falls within the range as follows:
The number of shares subject to be placed to Shareholders as the result of the stocks conversion (N) shall equal to the integral value of the production of the stocks conversion ratio Кconv by the number of shares subject to conversion (n) added by unity. If a value subject to the rounding exceeds that using which the rounding shall be performed upwards the number of shares due to a Shareholder as a result of the stocks conversion shall exceed by one share in case the value subject to the rounding does not exceeds this value.
Let us compare these means of the stocks conversion with conversion of every share separately.
In case of the rounding upward and the stocks conversion of every share separately to the respective Shareholders is due the larger number of shares than it might be in case of the conversion of the shares package.
In case of the rounding downward and the stocks conversion of every share separately, to the respective Shareholders is due the same number of shares as it were in case of the stocks conversion of the shares package.
[Кconv] n = [Кconv n]
In general, all shares issued by the Company "Legal Predecessor" and subject to stocks conversion shall be converted; the result of stocks conversion shall be distributed to the participation interest owned by the Shareholders.
If the reorganization shall be performed in the form of accession or amalgamation, this implies the stocks conversion of the total equity capital; in case the reorganization shall be performed in the form of separation, or in case of division, the conversion of its part. The total number of shares subject to stocks conversion shall be multiplied by the stocks conversion ratio. The result shall be distributed among Shareholders as provided by the agreement reached by them. If it is the total equity capital or any other set of equity stocks of the Company "Legal Predecessor" which shall be converted the only one rounding may be performed. Shareholder «b» 6 9 9
Shareholder «c» 4 6 6
Shareholder «d» 3 4 5
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Stocks conversion procedure under conditions of the cross-shareholding
Basing on our consulting experience, we often happened to meet situations when some joint stock companies were to undergo reorganization (in the form of accession, amalgamation) under conditions of cross-shareholding.
Let us consider example as follows: optimization of metallurgic holding company which implied accession of three companies to (А, B, C) company D. The reorganization shall result in termination of the companies subject to accession.
Before being reorganized, they had six Shareholders each. After reorganization of the Company, the other companies will have only three shareholders among whom shall be placed the additionally issued shares.
The shares additionally issued by the Company "Legal Successor" shall be distributed among the persons Ф 1 , Ф 2 , Ф 3 .
In this case, the number of equity stocks to be issued to a Shareholder can not be defined as a product of every share or total share package (in the Company subject to 
